Commonwealth Games Canada Domestic Bid Process

CGC = Commonwealth Games Canada, the organization in charge of the domestic bid process
CoH = City of Hamilton
CGF = Commonwealth Games Federation, the organization in charge of the international bid process

Engagement Phase
CGC engages with Canadian cities interested in submitting a domestic bid

Hamilton 100 prepares Hosting Proposal (Part 1)

CoH staff review bid requirements and report back to Council

Staff Report PED19108 at GIC June 5

Prepare Hosting Proposal (Part 1)

Hamilton 100 prepares Hosting Proposal (Part 1)

CoH collects & provides info to support Hamilton 100’s Hosting Proposal (Part 1)

Hamilton 100 Hosting Proposal (Part 1) presented to GIC Aug 12

Staff review Hamilton 100 proposal and report to GIC Nov 6 for direction

Municipal & Provincial sign off on Hosting Proposal (Part 1)

Hosting Proposal (Part 1) submitted to CGC by Nov 22, 2019

Feasibility Phase
CGC reviews all proposals

Dec 7-8, 2019

CGC creates a shortlist of Canadian cities who are then invited to submit Hosting Proposal (Part 2)

February 19, 2020

If Hamilton is shortlisted, staff report to GIC in early 2020 for direction

Bid Phase
Prepare Hosting Proposal (Part 2)

Hamilton 100 prepares Hosting Proposal (Part 2)

CoH collects & provides info to support Hamilton 100’s Hosting Proposal (Part 2)

Hamilton 100 Hosting Proposal (Part 2) submitted to CoH for review & analysis

Staff Report to GIC Spring 2020 with Hosting Proposal (Part 2) for direction

Hosting Proposal (Part 2) submitted to CGC Spring 2020

March 9, 2020

March 31, 2020

CGC assesses Hosting Proposal (Part 2) and selects Canada’s Preferred Bid City

Multi-Party Agreement negotiations begin between Canada’s Preferred Bid City, the host Province, Federal Government, CGC & CGF

Staff report back to GIC with terms of agreement

CGC supports and submits Canada’s Bid City to CGF

International bid process begins